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Vote on the motion Vice Mayor Lecklider yes Mr Reiner yes Mr

Mayor ChinniciZuercher yes Mr McCash yes Mrs Boring yes
Vote on the Ordinance Mr McCash yes Vice Mayor Lecklider yes
Mrs Boring yes Mayor ChinniciZuercher yes Mr Keenan yes

age

Keenan yes

Mr Reiner yes

Ordinance 1407

Requesting Approval to Change the Name of Scherers Place to Laser Lane in the

City of Dublin Ohio

Ms Brautigam stated that staff is requesting Council postpone this ordinance Staff had

devised a name but in checking with Franklin County it was already in use Staff will

bring a proposal back on April 9

Mr McCash moved to postpone this item until April 9

Mr Reiner seconded the motion

Vote on the motion Mrs Boring yes Mr Keenan yes Mr Reiner yes Mayor
ChinniciZuercher yes Vice Mayor Lecklider yes Mr McCash yes

Ordinance 1507

Accepting the Updated Estimated Average Per Acre Value of Land for Park Fees in

Lieu of Land Dedication

Mr Hahn stated there are no changes subsequent to the first reading
Wallace Maurer 7451 Dublin Road stated that in Exhibit B page 2 paragraph 2 line 5
the word principals should be principles

Vote on the Ordinance Mayor ChinniciZuercher yes Mr Keenan yes Mr Reiner
yes Mr McCash yes Vice Mayor Lecklider yes Mrs Boring yes

Ordinance 1607

Rezoning Approximately 18957Acres Located North of the Intersection of

HylandCroy and McKitrick Roads Bordered to the East by Jerome Road and to
the North by Brock Road From R Rural To PUD Planned Unit Development
District Tartan Ridge 9756 HylandCroy Road Case No 051832
Ms Husak stated that this ordinance was introduced at the March 5h Council meeting
This presentation will focus on the changes the applicant has made in response to the
discussion at the prior meeting The plan for this development includes various housing
types large open spaces and a limited commercial area in the southwest corner of the
site The housing consists ofseven different singlefamily home types and 24

townhouse units in four buildings Active parks are proposed throughout the site and
passive open spaces are primarily located along the scenic road setbacks The

neighborhood commercial area proposed consists of68500 square feet of space that
could be utilized for office retail and restaurant space In discussion of the commercial
area Council identified the following issues 1 the importance of this area to be
pedestrian oriented and accessible to bicycles 2 the proposed location of the gas
station and 3 development text language requiring night sky preservation Council
also discussed the potential viability of the neighborhood commercial area

The applicant has submitted a revised development text that addresses the issues
1 The conditional use language on page 46 has been revised to include

language stating that the gasstationconvenience store will be located in the
area depicted in the preliminary development plan which is located along
HylandCroy Road with a 200footsetback

2 The text has also been revised to require a minimum number ofbicycle
parking spaces based on the number of parking spaces provided for
vehicles

3 The language regarding lighting requirements was also changed deleting a
reference to the Dublin Lighting Guidelines to state that night sky
preservation is required Planning will continue to work with the applicant to
devise a lighting plan for this location which is near homes and the Metro
Park That will be finalized during the final development plan phase

The applicant is prepared tonight to address the viability of the neighborhood
commercial proposal At their February 1 meeting the Planning and Zoning
Commission voted to recommend approval of the rezoning with 11 conditions which are
noted in the Record of Action for that meeting
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Ben Hale Jr representative for the applicant stated that Charlie Driscoll Edwards Land

Company is present to respond to Councils questions Also present is Robin Lorms a

commercial consultant hired by the applicant to ensure that the proposed commercial

area is a viable commercial development One of the factors Mr Lorms considered is

the amount of available commercial area west of the river As part of that he reviewed

vacancy rates Out of1300000 plus square feet he found 2000 square feet of vacant

space which translates into an occupancy rate of99973 Essentially there is 100

percent occupancy of commercial space Mr Lorms has accumulated some statistics
which should help Council to understand that this would be a very viable and successful

commercial development

Robin Lorms principal with Integrity Resources Crown Park Court stated that he has

been asked to render an opinion regarding the potential viability of a proposed retail

development at HylandCroy and McKitrick Road Their practice specializes in retail

development market analysis and market research One of the first steps they took was

to review the occupancy levels of shopping centers west of the Scioto River to determine

the supplydemand relationship They focused on community and neighborhood type of

developments including Avery Square with Kroger Perimeter Square with Giant Eagle
the Shoppes at Athenry Shawnee Square Northbridge Village Square and Karric

Square During the first round of analysis all the space was occupied except one store

Subsequently a bigger space became available in the Perimeter Square and another in

Avery Square The overall market is 98 percent occupied which is very good A healthy
ratio would be 9394 percent occupied They then reviewed some demographic studies

within the following polygon Post Road on the south HylandCroy Road to the west
Brock Road to the north and the Scioto River to the east Within those borders there

are approximately 26000 people A healthy ratio of retail space is around 28 square
feet per capita That calculates to a need for approximately 800000 square feet of retail

space They then evaluated the content of the shopping centers and discovered that

Dublin is far below the recommended commercial space He described several existing
examples of 800000 square feet of retail In the western section of the City there was

no retail planned between the existing retail at Avery Road and Post Road and that

planned for Jerome Village That area is experiencing tremendous population growth
and additional growth is planned His conclusions were that this site is not only viable it

would also enhance the quality of life for the existing developments and those proposed

Mr Reiner inquired if Mr Lorms made any observations in regard to the east side of the
river

Mr Lorms responded that he has looked at different submarkets in Franklin county one

is the east side of the river and the Sawmill Corridor That area has a vacancy rate of 13

percent However the Dublin Village Center is included in that database and is a center

that is no longer viable The Village Square is also at risk maybe a couple of others
When those are eliminated from the equation the occupancy is in the low 90h
percentile Some of those developments should be subjected to an adaptive reuse

study at some point in time

Mr Keenan stated that although reviewing that particular area may not have been the

initial charge to Mr Lorms it is interesting to hear his opinion regarding Dublin Village
Center This situation is part of the reason for Councilsreticence to approve additional

retail development

Mr Lorms stated that Dublin is a beautiful community it is wellplanned People in the

retail business especially those from out of town notice immediately the visibility and

signage that HH Gregg and Whole Foods have Those are the necessary
fundamentals for retail The problem with Dublin Village Center is that although
aesthetically it is pleasing there is no visibility

Mrs Boring stated that when Michaels was forced to leave that center they did not want

to leave that location

Mr Keenan responded that he was interested in hearing the views of someone who is
well known for their expertise in the area of retail development
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Vice Mayor Lecklider inquired his views about Perimeter Center which is virtually full

although it is situated behind gas stations banks and fast food restaurants In addition
there is no signage for it on AveryMuirfield Road Why is this so successful

Mr Lorms responded that it is due to the issue pointed out tonight there is pentup
demand for retail on the western side of the river

Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that it is not then entirely asignagerelated issue

Mr Lorms responded that it is part of it There is an anchor tenant Giant Eagle which is

a draw to the center There is also a regular sustainable patronage of customers who

live in that area and shop in that area The Sawmill Corridor is a regional location with

customers coming from Upper Arlington Worthington and beyond Anchor tenants in

the Sawmill Corridor demand and receive a lot of visibility and signage The retail at

Avery Road and Post Road is a community center

Mrs Boring stated that there are many communities that do not have extensive signage
yet they have a draw to regional centers For example in Raleigh North Carolina the

Lowesstore has poor visibility yet good business volume

Mayor ChinniciZuercher inquired if Mr Lorms formula takes into account the type of

commercial development Presumably it is not based entirely on square footage and

population but dependent upon a business that is of sufficient interest to the residents

Mr Lorms responded that is absolutely true It is analogous to the hotel industry For

example a healthy occupancy rate for hotels is 70 percent If an interchange study is

conducted and the results indicate that the hotels have a 60 percent occupancy the

conclusion could be that there is not enough demand for another hotel However if all of
those hotels are an older format hotel three to four newer format hotels could come in

and achieve a 90 percent occupancy It is the same with a retail business The right
retail right configuration and right mix of tenants can achieve great success in an area

with 15 percent vacancy It is possible to build a new center and achieve 100 percent
occupancy because the other retail is not meeting the market demand

Mayor ChinniciZuercher stated that Councils concern is with having another center with

issues such as the Dublin Village Center

Mr Hale stated that is a legitimate concern If this Tartan Ridge center is built will it

take tenants from another center and leave that center empty
Mr Lorms stated that is a valid concern If there is a market with 500000 square feet of

space of which 100000 square feet is vacant and the trade area can be defined

concisely the vacancy is probably due to over supply Adding more generic space could

present a problem unless it was for a very unique product or a missing niche In the

subject case there is no space and everything is full The simple formula is if the supply
is full and the demand is growing if the space is well done well designed and well
located in the midst of existing population then from whom would the new retail extract

business In this case there is no other retail in the area

Mrs Boring stated that she does not understand how the Sawmill Road regional retail
relates to this discussion Aside from that she does not want to see any retail drawn

away from the community retail area located at Post and Avery Roads even though
some customers may need to drive more than a few minutes to access it If three

additional retail centers are added to the equation Jerome Village Oak Park and

Tartan Ridge how do the numbers compare
Mr Lorms stated that even with three additional retail centers added to the database
with the population growth anticipated the City will continue to beundersupplied
He clarified that with the Sawmill Road example he was attempting to respond to the
distance factor the distance between Henderson and Reed roads to Powell retail

would equate to the distance between Jerome Village and the AveryPost Road retail

Mr Hale stated that the applicant has been working with staff on a final development
plan for a portion of this site that should be completed within a few days The first

phase will be built around the park because it is exceptionally important to the

development and extends to the school A road will be constructed and extended to the
school
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Kimberly Clavin 7667 Brock Road Dublin stated that most of her points are recorded in

the public comments section of the Planning and Zoning Commission minutes

However she would like to emphasize the following points
1 The entryway It would make more sense to line up the Tartan Ridge entryway to

make it fully aligned with Jerome Village The present location isnt feasible as

there is only 530 feet between the two not enough for two left turn lanes

Vehicles will be at risk for a collision They requested that the plan be revised to

address that but it remains unchanged in the plan before Council

2 Water There are drainage tiles throughout the field where they plan to build

upon When they presented their concerns at the Planning and Zoning
Commission meeting the developer indicated that they were aware of the issue

and had some plans to address the issue However the residents have not seen

any plans and are concerned The developer did indicate that if any of the

neighboring properties were impacted in the future with water problems they
would remedy those situations But the neighbors are not comfortable with that

statement How long would it take before evidence of a problem is seen and

then how much longer to address it Presently following a rain there is a lot of

standing water in that field In addition part of that water is septic There are 15

neighboring homes on septic systems and wells and some of the systems are

leaking There will be some water purification needs She had heard that the

stormwater drainoffis intended to drain into the pond but it would not be wise to

have septic water draining into the ponds
3 Utilities No utilities have been planned for the 15 homes in that vicinity which

currently have well and septic systems They would be interested in tapping into

City watersewer lines

4 Retail At the Commission meeting the residents inquired why the retail is being
planned for the southwest corner rather than the southeast The neighbors want

to preserve the look of Glacier Ridge Metro Park which is one of natural beauty
Coming over the crest of the road on HylandCroy in front of Glacier Ridge one

sees Glacier Ridge on the left and now will see retail on the right It would be

more appropriate to place the retail on Jerome Road The plans are to widen

both HylandCroy and Jerome Roads to 80 feet so they would be able to handle

a similar amount of traffic volume

5 Convenience store Surely the Tartan Ridge people are not happy about the

proposed convenience store immediately across the street from large expensive
singlefamily homes In addition two other retail centers are already planned for

this area Jerome Village has an entire city planned with a significant amount of

retail There is no need for retail on this corner immediately across from the

Metro Park The residents want to preserve the natural look of the area

6 What are the plans to eliminate the eye sores the water towers construction

dumpsters etc

She noted that the revisions to the retail area seem to indicate that the parking has been

changed to make it more parking friendly That is much appreciated

Mr Reiner inquired about the leech fields and septic systems Did the applicant
purchase the back portions of the properties Is that why the leech fields are protruding
into the applicantsproperty
Ms Clavin responded that her neighbor would be able to respond to that

Greg Theodore 7651 Brock Road stated that all the stormwater runoffin that area flows
to Brock Road and most of it across his back field The proposed entry to this

development from Brock Road is along the edge of his front yard The developer plans
to take part ofhis yard for that entryway Unfortunately this land is part of the flow path
There are two major retention sites for all of that area along HylandCroy Road Last

week the field was a river All the leech beds in that area drain into the water flow and

into that field right into the proposed entryway from Brock Road

Mr Reiner stated that hopefully the ground is absorbing it

Mr Theodore responded that it typically does but when the ground is frozen the water

coming from the leech beds flows across the ground

Mayor ChinniciZuercher stated that it is her understanding the issues were addressed
at the Planning and Zoning Commission meeting but she would like Mr Hale to

respond as they seem to be significant
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Mr Hale stated that they had a private meeting with the residents which their engineer
attended They also had meetings with the Union County Engineer As a result the

plans for the access road have been lined up with the Jerome Village entryway Also
they have evaluated the site carefully in context with the surrounding area and their

engineer has identified two inlets that are bringing in the water He has also calculated

the volume of water flow and the pipes are being sized sufficiently to pick the water up
and transport it into the pond system at the same rate as occurs today The

neighborhood meeting was very beneficial The residents were able to sensitize the

developer to some things they believed were occurring on their properties Their

engineer has preliminarily reviewed that drainage and has assured the developer and

the residents that the pipes will be sized sufficiently to remove the water at a reasonable

rate In compliance with the Dublin Code they will also clean the stormwater before it is

released from their site

Mr Reiner stated that this is a tiled farm field which appears to have functioned well for
the farmers Does the developer intend to intercept that water along the property line

with a swale system
Mr Hale responded that their engineers have identified two inlets that are the source of

the problem and according to the topography maps they appear to be the only cause

However the neighbors have stated that they believe the water is coming from more

than those two inlets Therefore the developer has agreed to investigate that question
further Regardless there will be sufficient storage on the site to hold that water and

they believe they have sized the pipes sufficiently to remove the water If not they will

increase their size Although their preliminary development plan indicates that they will
be able to handle the water runoff they are required to complete a full stormwater review
in conjunction with the final development plan

Mayor ChinniciZuercher referred to the neighbors request to tap in to the City water
and sewer lines Will this be set up so that they can tap in if they so choose

Mr Hale responded that with the water tank located in this area there is sufficient

capacity They have informed the neighbors that the first step for them would be to

annex to the City of Dublin They have offered to facilitate that for the residents at no

cost If all the neighbors would agree to the annexation the developer will take care of

the costs of the annexation application on a onetime only basis Ifannexed they would
be able to tap into the Citys water and sewer lines

Mr Reiner inquired if the developer has addressed the effluent issue The water is

sheeting toward this new subdivision and it is carrying effluent How would the Citys
water purification requirements address the effluent

Mr Hale stated that there are some water issues on the individual properties They
anticipate the problems will improve with the oversized pipes Presently some of the
water is being blocked from draining Sheet flowing is a sign of abackup Hopefully
their septic systems are functioning but the residents would be welcome to tap in upon
annexation However their studies do not indicate that they are receiving much effluent
Most of the houses are set far back from their property lines In addition there are

intervening ponds that help to clean it

Mr Reiner stated that the stormwater management of this plan is extremely important
When these houses are constructed the developer should pay particular attention to the

plans Council does not want to have the residents coming to the City in 57years with

complaints ofwater ponding in their yards
Mr Hale agreed However there are clearly broken tiles on the site that appear to have
been broken for some period of time

Mayor ChinniciZuercher clarified that the Oak Park retail will be comprised of small

shops similar to the plans for this development She is not aware of any big box type
retail planned in Jerome Village Perhaps that is located on a site much further south
where a property owner is interested in pursuing zoning for big box retail through Jerome
Township
Mr Hale responded that another big box retail development has been zoned to the west
of US 33 north of Post Road on the Skilken property Jerome Village has a portion of

big box retail in addition to the neighborhood retail but it is a long distance from the
Tartan Ridge development
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Mayor ChinniciZuercher stated that she did not have the map in her materials that

shows the driveway realignment
Ms Husak stated that Council received the same packet that was provided to the

Planning and Zoning Commission in regard to the preliminary development plan The

plan that Mr Hale referred to was shared with Planning staff in conjunction with the final

development plan that they have been working on It is not part of these materials
Ms Husak added that the realignment was addressed by Condition 7in the Record of

Action regarding access coordination

Mr McCash requested clarification regarding the phasing of Subarea F The intention is

to create some sort of architectural edge for Subarea E the other townhome component
However as it reads the gas station and the coffee shop could be built there and it

would create the necessary architectural edge Or is the intent actually to develop the
two buildings that are closer to the entry
Mr Hale stated that it is the intent It would be unusual to build it all at one time unless
there were tenants but most of the infrastructure would be constructed up front

Mr McCash stated that he recognizes that but the text reads that the gas station coffee

shop and other components on the northeast corner would be built but the adjoining
Subarea E retail may not be built for several years down the road At that point in time
there could be issues with the property owners when that is submitted for final

development plan approval The intention was to build the retail along with the

residential structures but that is not reflected in the text on page 50 paragraph M The

coffee shop and car wash have no direct connection to any of the residential

components there from a buffering standpoint
Mr Hale stated that what they were trying to convey is that by committing to32500
square feet they were making a substantial commitment for the first phase The

question is in regard to how much architecture is necessary to make it a reality for the
residents 32500 square feet of building development should be sufficient
Mr McCash noted they could then have a CVS and a gas station

He noted that the concern is to avoid having the retail back up against the residential
area such as the Shoppes at Athenry situation

Mr Hale responded that he discussed that situation with Mr Driscoll and he has

indicated that he would be willing to agree that the townhomes would not be constructed
until the first phase of the commercial component has been built

Mrs Boring inquired about the square footage of the Shoppes at River Ridge
Ms Husak responded that it is 105000 square feet
Mrs Boring inquired the square footage of the Mary Kelleys area

Ms Husak responded that it is approximately 40000 square feet which includes the

UDF and the daycare center

Mrs Boring inquired the number of miles between the Jerome Village shopping center
and the proposed retail center

Ms Husak responded that they are approximately five miles apart

Mr Hale noted that the Union County Engineer has indicated that the first step for them
is to build a roundabout at Brock Road and Hyland Croy and they will build Jerome Road
to the north They will initiate the development on the south end
Mrs Boring inquired the distance between this shopping center and Oak Park
Ms Husak responded that it is approximately one mile apart

Mr Reiner inquired if this development is essentially what Council observed in the field

trip to Franklin Tennessee
Ms Husak responded that much of the development standards for the Westhaven
development in Franklin were developer driven Staff consulted the Westhaven booklets
to determine what they did to achieve those architectural results but the booklets did not

include much detail These development standards on the other hand have been
meticulously created to require architectural detail to a level not previously seen It
should achieve the same results that were observed in Franklin

Mrs Boring inquired if there are alleys in this development
Ms Husak responded affirmatively
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Mrs Boring stated that Ms Salay is not present this evening but at the last meeting she

had inquired about the landscaping requirements for alleys to achieve the results

observed in Franklin

Ms Husak stated that staff noted the concerns expressed by Council on that field trip
and they attempted to address those details thoroughly in the final development plan
fencing locations mailbox locations how areas are landscaped the length of driveways
etc

Mrs Boring stated that if those requirements are not included in the development text

they may not occur For example if it is not stated that the alleyways must achieve a

certain landscaping level it will not occur

Mr Hale suggested that could be added as a condition
Mrs Boring requested appropriate language for such a condition
Mr Hale suggested that it could state that the alley design landscaping and fencing be

enhanced and subject to staff and Planning Commissionsfinal review

Mr Keenan stated that he had received several inquiries about the service station
specifically the screening of the gas pumps
Mr Hale responded that the service station would be totally interior to the site with a

200foot setback from McKitrick Road There is a substantial landscaped island in that

location and there are trees along the street This use will be exceptionally well

landscaped but the most effective screening is the fact that it is interior to the site In

addition this is a small sixpump operation

Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that he is very supportive of this plan He is hopeful that the

architectural style will be a break through for this community and Central Ohio

However the retail component does concern him He requested clarification of Mr

McCashs concern regarding a CVS store on the corner

Mr McCash responded that his earlier understanding was that the corner building would

have a retail component of a coffee shop but he realizes it is more of a size appropriate
for a CVS

Mr Hale responded Mr McCash is recalling a building of approximately 10000 square
feet that would have a lake view

Mr McCash stated that his recollection was that the corner building was to be a coffee

shop as he specifically expressed a concern that the corner building not be a pharmacy
or gas station It seems that will now occur

Vice Mayor Lecklider states that he wants to be certain he understands the text The
text precludes drivethroughs for a restaurant but does not preclude adrivethrough in

connection with a pharmacy or a dry cleaner Therefore the text does permit a major
pharmacy on this corner including adrivethrough
Mr Hale responded that is correct However the drivethrough component would

require a conditional use It is a prohibited use for a restaurant and therefore restaurant

drivethroughs
Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that at any other location he would be less opposed to a

pharmacy location but there is a beautiful Metro Park located immediately to the west of
this site The image of a major retail pharmacy on that southwest corner with a small

gas station to the interior does not seem to complement the park in which the City has

made a very substantial investment Regardless ofwhat type of architecture is used or

how well it is landscaped he does not like this component of the plan

Mr McCash stated that these pharmacy buildings typically have no windows so it will be

yet another building with black or white spandoglass windows It defeats the architectural

attempts

Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that he observes other locations in the vicinity where the

residents would have easy access to gasoline He believes there is a gas station at US
33 and SR 42 The proposed interchange at MitchellDeWitt provides another

opportunity for a gas station In summary there are several other options for gas
stations and a gas station in this location does not fit the character of the area

Ms Husak stated that it is consistent with the Land Use Principles regarding providing
neighborhood services in convenient locations They had heard from some neighbors
that there was a need for a gas station in this area The retail space on the corner could
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be a pharmacy or a smallscalegrocery store but 20000 square feet is the maximum
area any tenant can have in this center Different uses could be accommodated there

Mr Hale stated that they would like to believe it will be a mix of uses that people want

and will come to the center to use This is a small crossroads type of village It is a

neighborhood shopping center and it has to have some destinations in order to be

successful They are interested in securing a small grocery store for this center and it

may be located on the corner

Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that he does not disagree that pharmacies gas stations
and grocery stores are necessities of life and he could likely support them in any
location other than across from the Metro Park

Mr Hale stated that for both the residential and commercial architecture for this

rezoning they retained an extraordinarily talented architect Brian Jones Mr Jones has
been an integral part of this effort and he has created some unique designs He is out

of town and could not be present tonight In terms of the residential architecture Mr

Hale noted that he has never been involved in a rezoning with this level of architectural
commitment for both the commercial and residential areas When they return with the

final development plan they are expected to bring extraordinary architecture as depicted
in the renderings shown tonight

Vice Mayor Lecklider clarified that what Mr Hale is showing tonight is the commercial
architecture
Mr Hale responded that the same architect is doing both portions of the project
He then pointed out the various portions shown on the renderings

Mrs Boring stated that she is also struggling with the need for grocery or gas stations in
this location She has had noamails from residents expressing the need for such

facilities in this area Her desire for the area across from Glacier Ridge Metro Park is
not for what is being proposed in the commercial portions Previously Council had

discussed their desire for a rural look in this area to complement the Glacier Ridge Metro
Park She is hesitant about the gas station portion of the proposal

Vice Mayor Lecklider asked if Council Members have any response to Mrs Borings
comments

Mayor ChinniciZuercher responded that she is relying upon this extraordinary
architecture presented throughout this process Her expectation is that the commercial
will be something very different from what has been built previously in Dublin and that it
will complement the area in question While she does not disagree philosophically with
the comments about the gas station she personally has concerns about the distance
people must drive from some areas of Dublin to access a gas station Therefore she is

hopeful that based upon what has been shown in the renderings this will meet
Councils expectations

Mrs Boring stated that the drawback is that signage is needed at a gas station to inform
the consumers of the prices While the architecture and the landscaping may be

extraordinary a sign is needed for a gas station

Mayor ChinniciZuercher stated that she does not recall signage displayed on Avery
Muirfield Road for the BP and Shell stations
Vice Mayor Lecklider responded that BP actually does display the price on Avery
Muirfield Drive

Mr McCash noted that the gas station component is a conditional use in this proposed
plan it is not a permitted use He has less concern with it due to the fact that it is a

conditional use further because of the setbacks there should not be an issue with the

signage From the architectural standpoint he is more concerned with the freestanding
outbuilding on the end versus having a more integrated component within the entire
center He remains concerned with the drive aisle that runs through it separating it and

making it afreestanding structure His concern is not with a pharmacy use but with its
location
Mr Hale stated that somewhere on this row a break is needed in the building to

penetrate to the parking lot It doesntnecessarily have to be in that location
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Mr McCash suggested that the break be closer to the main entry with some screening
This structure should be more part of the facade and streetscape
Mr Langworthy responded that staff has asked the applicant to consider reconfiguring
this commercial area to make more of a downtown street with parking in the interior and

no parking on the HylandCroy side and making the drug store be integrated as part of

the focal point A similar area was visited in North Carolina and he has provided the

applicant with that concept with a goal of having it integrated into a single unit as a

small downtown setting

Vice Mayor Lecklider asked how the drivethrough will be accommodated

Mr Langworthy responded that it is not connected as a building it just appears
connected as a center They have not settled on the location for adrivethrough at this

time By the time the redesign is done there will likely be some other reconfiguration for

thedrivethrough It will be part of the final development plan Mr Langworthy
summarized that staff believes the concern about integrating the center can be

addressed
Mr Hale added that Council can certainly add a condition regarding integration of the

buildings
Mr McCash noted that he would prefer it be part ofamultitenant building versus a free

standing outbuilding piece

Vice Mayor Lecklider asked staff if adrivethrough can be created that would not be

visible from HylandCroy or the roadway to the south that is virtually entirely internal

Mr Langworthy responded that this is possible There is no reason for it to be visible

from the road Even if it were on the roadside it would be difficult to identify it as a drive

through because of the setback and landscaping
Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that the 200foot setback is not as large as some people
may envision

Mr Langworthy agreed noting it must be supplemented with landscaping

Vice Mayor Lecklider asked if a car wash is a prohibited use

Mr Hale responded it is not a permitted use

Vice Mayor Lecklider asked that the applicant list the carwash use as a prohibited use

Mr Hale agreed to do so

Mr McCash added that a car wash does not fall under the definition of outdoor service

facility This issue has come up with previous rezonings
Mr Hale added that this is a small gas station comprised of three double pumps

Mr Reiner agreed with a previous comment regarding the need to drive a distance to

access gas stations If the mission is to build future town centers that are pedestrian
friendly and move traffic off of the roads it is important that this center include a gas
station to serve the nearby residents

Mr Reiner noted that the Franklin project was developer driven and has fabulous

architecture and tight controls One thing that impressed him in Franklin was the frontal

elevations with shadow patterns and relief on the structures In this development it

appears that vinyl and PVC components are permitted In view of Council and Planning
Commissionsmission for high quality was there any discussion of this architectural

detail at the Commission hearings
Ms Husak responded that there was discussion about the regulation of the architecture
internal to this development by an architectural review committee similar to what has

been done successfully with Tartan West There was also mention of the City having
this book as a guideline for reviewing elevations as they are submitted

Mr Hale noted that their architect provided pictures in the book about the right and

wrong way to do various architectural details for the development and massing
elements There is also a section regarding gates hedges and walkways They have

provided guidelines for layering the various levels of architecture and landscaping To
the extent possible they have demonstrated all of this in the guidebook for the

development

Mayor ChinniciZuercher noted that Ms Clavin asked about the dumpsters and how they
will be screened Dublin has strict guidelines about these and staff can review the
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requirements with her The applicant will be held accountable to the Code in this regard
There are also Codes about permitted hours for trash pickup

Mrs Boring asked about page 46 under3c Conditional Uses where the language is

ambiguous It notes gasoline service station provided that no more than eight 8
fueling positions shall be permitted Other language states In the event that a gas
station is allowed as a conditional use This needs to be clarified to denote that a

gas station needs approval as a conditional use

Mayor ChinniciZuercher suggested that a motion be formulated to address the issues

regarding the alley landscaping prohibiting the car wash use and addressing the

integrated streetscape issue

Mrs Boring stated that her intention in regard to the gas station is to limit it to four

double pumps but eliminate the language shall be allowed in the text and clarify that it

is a conditional use

Mr McCash moved to approve Ordinance 1607with the conditions that the text

language be revised to eliminate the language shall be permitted from the conditional

use section in Subarea F that enhancement of the alleys with landscaping be addressed

as part of the final development plan approval process that at the final development
plan stage further consideration be given to the layout of the neighborhood commercial

area such as integrating buildings versusfreestanding singleuse buildings and

creating a town center with a streetscape and that the list of prohibited uses in Subarea

F be revised to include car washes

Vice Mayor Lecklider seconded the motion
Mr Hale indicated that the applicant is in agreement with the additional conditions

Vote on the motion Mr Keenan yes Mr Reiner abstain Mrs Boring yes Mr

McCash yes Vice Mayor Lecklider yes Mayor ChinniciZuercher yes

Mrs Boring asked as a matter of record why a member abstained from voting
Mr Smith responded that it is the Chairsdiscretion to ask for the reason for the

abstention

Mayor ChinniciZuercher asked Mr Reiner to indicate for the record his reason for
abstention

Mr Reiner responded that he believes that one of the companies he owns may have

dealings with one of the investors in this project and so he chose to abtain He is not

certain of this but abstained for this reason

Mr Hale added that Mr Edwards is an investor in this development and Mr Edwards is
also an investor in separate entities primarily apartment entities Mr Reiner has partial
ownership in these
Mr McCash noted he is confused as Mr Reiner participated in this discussion

Mayor ChinniciZuercher asked the Law Director for his opinion given the fact that Mr

Reiner participated in the discussion

Mr Smith stated that if a Council Member believes he or she has a conflict it should be
set forth at the outset and the member should ask to be excused from the deliberations
If a member has a conflict they should not try to influence the vote or the content of the

project

INTRODUCTIONFIRST READING ORDINANCES
Ordinance 1707

Amending Sections 153002 153071153072 and 153210 of the Dublin Codified
Ordinances Regarding Residential Driveways Case No06133ADM
Mr Keenan introduced the ordinance

Judson Rex Planner stated that this ordinance is related to the regulations regarding
residential driveways The purpose is to establish clear guidelines for the design and

placement of driveways within the Citys residential neighborhoods The staff report
indicates that the Planning Zoning Commission reviewed the proposed ordinance both
in November of 2006 and in February of 2007 At the November work session the

Commission provided input in response to several specific questions from staff This
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Mr Hammersmith responded that it is a public street

Mr McCash inquired what other businesses are located on this street This

business is called LSP Technologies Would the City essentially be naming a street

after one business
Mr Hammersmith responded that the City tries to avoid such situations LSP

Technologies is the only business addressed off this street The other two

businesses the former administration building for Washington Township and the

property to the west are addressed off Shier Rings Road

Mrs Boring stated that most of the street names in Dublin have either historical

significance or are Irishbased Laser Lane doesntseem appropriate

Mr McCash inquired about the focus of LSP Technologies business
Mr Hammersmith responded that he believes it relates to laser technology
Mr McCash suggested that the City identify a name that is Irish and unique
remaining consistent with Dublins policy for public streets

Mayor ChinniciZuercher stated that it would be preferable not to use a name directly
related to the industry that is presently located on the street
Mr McCash agreed as this is a public street

Mr Hammersmith stated that staff would research an appropriate name

There will be a second readingpublic hearing at the March 19 Council meeting

Ordinance 1507

Accepting the Updated Estimated Average Per Acre Value of Land for Park
Fees in Lieu of Land Dedication
Vice Mayor Lecklider introduced the legislation

Mr Hahn stated that the City Code requires that the estimated average per acre

value of land for park fees must be updated every two years based upon the
recommendation of a qualified land appraiser The appraiser has determined the
raw land value to be 41500 identical to the per acre value established for years
20052006 The appraiser attributes the lack of value increase to the weak housing
market

Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that he is surprised that the Citys land value has not

increased particularly in view of the 380000 price Dublin recently paid for slightly
more than one acre of land along Tuttle Crossing Boulevard

There will be a second readingpublic hearing at the March 19 Council meeting

Ordinance 1607

Rezoning Approximately 18957Acres Located North ofthe Intersection of

HylandCroy and McKitrick Roads from R Rural District to PUD Planned
Unit Development District Case051832Tartan Ridge 9756 HylandCroy
Road
Ms Husak stated this is a rezoning application for 18957acres located north of the
intersection of HylandCroy and McKitrick Roads bordered to the east by Jerome
Road and to the north by Brock Road This requests a change in zoning from R
Rural District to PUD Planned Unit Development District The proposed PUD

zoning allows for a development of 246 singlefamily lots 24 townhouse units
approximately 68500 square feet of commercial space and 6914 acres of open
space

On February 1 2007 the Planning and Zoning Commission voted to recommend
approval of this rezoning with 11 conditions The proposed development will be
located north of the existing Tartan West neighborhood and the recently approved
Oak Park development To the west is Glacier Ridge Metro Park The concept
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plan for this development under the name of Bantry Green was reviewed by Council

in November 2005 and the Planning and Zoning Commission has reviewed

proposals for the site throughout 2006 The Commission discussed a more neutral

housing variety ahighqualityfoursided architecture and the proposed location of

the retail area The site is heavily wooded and includes streams and ponds The

existing natural features have been incorporated into open spaces and park areas

There are seven subareas each of which is described in the development text One

interesting restriction is that all garage door orientations must be away from major
roads and open spaces The text also provides flexibility for a substation of the

Washington Township Fire Department to be located in an area north of Glacier

Ridge Elementary School The text also sets standards for the open areas around

the development including gates and gate posts at the front of the homes and brick

walkways from the front door of the homes to the public sidewalk A hedgerow is

proposed along the front of all the units

Ms Husak described the open space characteristics The Planning Commission

recommended that in the Final Development Plan additional open space be

incorporated into Subarea D2 to connect the north and south open space areas

She then reviewed plans for aretailcommercial component in the development
which will be located at the corner of Hyland Croy and McKitrick Roads She noted

that this plan encourages multigenerational living and interaction by offering various

housing types and public gathering spaces

Mayor ChinniciZuercher inquired about the Planning Commissionscondition

regarding pedestrian connectivity
Ms Husak responded that the condition specifies that the retailcommercial area be

redesigned to provide onstreet parking in order that the area will be more walkable

Mayor ChinniciZuercher inquired about the gas station location on the development
plan
Ms Husak stated the gas stationconvenience store will be located within the
commercial area in the southwest area of the development near the

McKitrickHylandCroy intersection

Mayor ChinniciZuercher inquired regarding the size of the setback from McKitrick
Road
Ms Husak responded that it is 200 feet

Ms Salay noted that this is not the typical gas station layout as it will be set back
from the road 200 feet will not be located on a street corner and will be obscured by
landscaping
Mr McCash stated that the pumps will also be internally oriented behind the

building

Ms Salay noted that the gas station is a conditional use She requested clarification
of the meaning and what criteria must be met before it could be approved for this
neighborhood
Ms Readler responded that she did not have the review criteria at hand but there
are approximately ten criteria that a conditional use must meet before approval is
granted by the Planning and Zoning Commission The conditional use criteria
centers around the impact that the use will have on the surrounding properties That
needs to be mitigated in order to obtain conditional use approval

Mrs Boring stated that when a conditional use is included in the text it can imply it is
a conditional use that will be permitted with the development How can this
implication be avoided
Ms Readler noted that it was moved out of the permitted uses

Ms Husak added that page 46 3 Conditional Uses clarifies that issue
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Mr McCash stated that the argument exists regarding the legal parameters of a

conditional use Is it a permitted use subject to certain criteria or is it not a permitted
use whatsoever

Ms Readier responded that a conditional use is not a use as of right The criteria

must be satisfied before obtaining approval It is a contemplated use upon which

restrictions can be placed

Vice Mayor Lecklider stated that the gas station is a conditional use within a fairly
large subarea If this conditional use is ultimately approved what guarantee is there

that it will be located on the site as presented tonight
Ms Husak responded that any subsequent application for this use would have to

adhere to a final development plan which must be approved by the Planning
Commission Subsequent development must meet the preliminary development
plan which specifies this location

1

Vice Mayor Lecklider noted that the Planning Commission asked the applicant to

revisit the design of the retail to make it more pedestrian friendly Therefore the

configuration of that subarea could potentially change
Ms Husak responded that can occur only minimally in the areas along the front

Parallel parking versus pullinparking is preferred in that location and some of the

parking would be relocated to interior parking lots
Vice Mayor Lecklider inquired if Council were to approve this preliminary
development plan is it with the absolute understanding that the final development
plan will appear virtually identical to this or it will not be approved
Ms Husak responded that she would be hesitant to use the term identical The

preliminary plan shows general design intent while the final development plan
permits small changes However it is not expected that the gas station would be
located elsewhere on the site
Ms Salay noted that it still remains as a conditional use

Mrs Boring inquired if there is data that specifies the number of households needed
to justify a retail use How far apart in terms of distance are the two shopping areas
It is possible to connect two neighborhoods with the Citys bikepath system
Ms Husak responded that she does not have that information
Mrs Boring stated that she is concerned that there will be too many square feet of
retail in this area across from the park Is there a threshold number that is used as a

guideline for determining the need for retail development

Mayor ChinniciZuercher suggested that information be provided at the second

reading on March 19

Ben Hale Jr 37 W Broad Street representative for the applicant stated that they
have retained a retail consultant to evaluate this area They will request that he
attend the March 19 meeting to respond to Councils questions In regard to Mrs

Borings comment about conditional uses in the previous application she makes
reference to there was a special provision that permitted two drive throughs This

application is for a straight conditional use minus that additional language The

applicant expects to build only what is indicated in this plan

1 Ms Salay stated that is possible for bicyclists to travel to the shopping center safely
but when they reach their destination they have a difficult time navigating within the

shopping area There often is significant conflict between bicycles and vehicles
She requested that staff pay special attention to the bike trail system connection
review ways to move the bicyclists and pedestrians from both outside and inside the

neighborhood into the shopping center safely and include convenient places for

bicycles to be parked

Mrs Boring agreed
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Mrs Salay noted that she agrees with the request for parallel parking it is more

pedestrian friendly and presents a better facade to the public The plan provides for

foursided architecture on all the homes She is impressed by the attractive and

interesting architecture proposed How will the architecture be reviewed internally
by City staff or by an architecture review committee

Ms Husak responded that it will be reviewed by both An internal architecture review

committee ARC is proposed similar to that at the Tartan West development which

works very well That review occurs before the City receives the building permit
application The City will also have detailed development text regarding the

architectural requirements The commercial development will also be reviewed by
the ARC but all the commercial architecture will be reviewed and approved by the

Planning Commission with the final development plan
Ms Salay inquired how the hedgerow in front of the homes will appear
Ms Husak responded that the development text describes the intent and character

the hedgerow will take It will serve as a low wall or fence of greenery throughout the

neighborhood The final development plan will contain more detail
Ms Salay inquired if the proposed height of it is stated in the text

Ms Husak responded that information is not provided
Ms Salay inquired if all the open space is public open space
Ms Husak stated that the open spaces will be public Those depicted on the plan in

dark green will be city parks those in light green will be public but may be
maintained by the homeowner association Those details will also be addressed in

the final development plan
Ms Salay stated that in the past the City has encountered some issues with forced
and funded homeowner associations versus voluntary homeowner associations

regarding maintenance of public greenspace Is staff comfortable with the text in

place that these areas will be maintained to the Citys standards
Ms Husak responded that staff is exploring some landscaping options that are more

meadowlike and less likely to require intense maintenance
Ms Salay advised caution with that option as people have differing viewpoints about
the appearance of meadow areas

Ms Salay inquired about the alleyways Last year Council visited a community in

Franklin Tennessee that had alleyways that were well maintained They were so

beautifully landscaped that if not for the garage doors they could not be

distinguished as alleyways Lovely gardens were in view and the use of fencing and

landscaping was such that it did not appear to be the back yards of homes She

requested that future alleyways incorporated in development plans be similar to
Westhaven alleys She would like to ensure that heavy landscaping is utilized here
She requested that Mr Hale provide information on the applicants ideas for the

alleyways She appreciates the level of architectural detail included in this plan
such as the shutters and rooflines

Mr McCash stated that Condition 5 indicates that the text is to be modified but the
modified text has not been provided Will it be provided for the public hearing on the
19th
Ms Husak responded that the modification in the text has been made and will be

provided for the March 19th hearing
Mr McCash inquired about Condition 11 which references the Dublin Lighting
Guidelines as the standard He does not want to see those guidelines used for this
Ms Husak responded that Planning staff decided to keep the language referring to
the Guidelines because it has some provisions regarding the cutofffixtures that they
do want to include
Mr McCash stated that if there is a future need to refer to the development text for
this site the Dublin Lighting Guidelines would then be part of it He requested that
the reference be removed It would be sufficient to simply require cutofffixtures
Ms Husak agreed to revise the condition

Mayor ChinniciZuercher noted that the minutes from the Commission meeting
indicated that the Planning Commission expected this change to have been made
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Ms Husak responded that staff believed there were other provisions in the Lighting
Guidelines that would apply to this development Staff will make the change as

requested

Mr McCash stated that cutofffixtures are covered within Night Sky Preservation
Guidelines Tempe Phoenix and other communities have those in place He

suggested that those guidelines be adopted to address the night sky preservation
components and then select the particular zone that would work in this plan
Ms Husak agreed to do so

Vice Mayor Lecklider complimented the Planning Commission for adding this

particular condition Although it is very appropriate with this development it would
be desirable to include it with all the new developments He is not sure however
how this condition will be met by the gas station

Mayor ChinniciZuercher inquired the timeframe for development of Tartan Ridge
Ms Husak responded that the applicant is preparing a final development plan for

phase 1 from Jerome Road westward for submission to the Planning Department in

April Staff is working with Union County on the traffic study traffic improvements
and costsharing issues

Mayor ChinniciZuercher asked about the citycountystimeframe for the
infrastructure improvements as the developer cannot move forward until these are

underway
Ms Husak responded that the issues were addressed in a meeting last week and a

letter of understanding is being finalized Those issues will be resolved before the
final development plan is submitted to the Planning Commission by mid to the end
of May
Mayor ChinniciZuercher inquired what percentage of the residential development
will be completed before the commercial development is begun
Ms Husak responded that at a minimum the first phase which includes 90 lots
will be completed The first phase comprises under 50 percent of the residential

component She requested that the applicant provide additional clarification

Ms Salay requested that every potential homebuyer in this development be made
aware of the commercial portion as well as the potential fire department substation
She requested that the applicant describe how this will be done

Mr Hale responded that all of the developers sales literature will contain the site

plan which depicts the commercial component In response to the question of the
timing of construction of the commercial component there are some contributing
factors The Nationwide development north of this site will begin later this year and
as part of phase 1 with that development HylandCroy Road will be extended north
to US Route 42 At the same time Phase 1 of Tartan Ridge will occur from
Manley Road past the school and ending at HylandCroy Road Phase 1 will not be
at the point this year for the commercial component to begin but the commercial
developers anticipate doing so in 2008

Mrs Boring stated that although the sales literature can provide information on the
anticipated commercial component it is preferable for neighborhood awareness that
the retail construction be underway as soon as possible

There will be a second readingpublic hearing at the March 19 Council meeting

INTRODUCTIONPUBLIC HEARING RESOLUTIONS
Resolution 1507

Authorizing the City Manager to Enter into an Agreement with TechColumbus
Vice Mayor Lecklider introduced the resolution
Ms Brautigam requested that this resolution be postponed to the March 19 meeting
Staff is still working on the agreement
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